We consider partitioning algorithms for the approximate solution of large instances of the traveling-salesman problem in the plane. These algorithms subdivide the set of cities into small groups, construct an optimum tour through each group, and then patch the subtours together to form a tour through all the cities. If the number of cities in ^ problem is n, and the number of cities in each group is /, then the worst-case error is O(Sn/t ). If the cities are randomly distributed, then the relative error is 0(r"'^^) (with probability one). Hybrid schemes are suggested, in which partitioning is used in conjunction with existing heuristic algorithms. These hybrid schemes may be expected to give near-optimum solutions to problems with thousands of cities.
2. Tours and spanning walks. The traveling-salesman problem in the plane asks for a polygon of minimum length through a given set of points. Such a polygon corresponds to a closed tour in which each city is visited exactly once. In designing algorithms for the problem it is convenient to allow a larger set of feasible solutions, corresponding to tours which visit some cities repeatedly. This short section is devoted to showing that such a change in the problem statement makes no real difference.
Let K be a set of points in the plane. For uE V and vE V, let diu, v) be the Euclidean distance between u and v. Given any multigraph (possibly with loops or multiple edges) G = (K, E), with vertex set V and edge set E, define H'(G), the weight of G, as 2{u.t>)e£ ^("' ^y^ here diu, v) is counted multiply if [u, v) is a multiple edge. The graph G = (1^", £) is a tour if G is connected and every vertex has degree 2; G is a spanning walk if G is connected and all vertices are of even degree (a loop at v contributes 2 to the degree). LEMMA 
Let 0 be a spanning walk. Then there is a tour H such that w(//) PROOF. We define two operations on a multigraph G = {K, £") at a vertex v. (a) If there is a loop v then the operation LOOP(u) is applicable; it deletes the loop, (b) If («, v] G E, {w, v) E E and the pair of arcs {{«, t;}, {w, v)]
is not a cut set of G, then the operation PASS(u, v, w) is applicable; it deletes the arcs {H, V) and {tv, v], and adds the arc {H, W). We claim {omitting the easy proof) that: (i) the application of any operation transforms G to another spanning walk G'; (ii) w(G') < wiG); this follows from the triangle inequality d{u, v) + div, w) > diu, w); and (iii) if v is of degree > 2 in G, then some operation at v is applicable.
Repeated application of operations yields the desired tour H.
L0OP{2)
FiouRE 1. Transforming a Spanning Walk to a Tour.
PARTITIONING ALGORITHM TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM 211 3. A partitioning algorithm. In this section we present a partitioning algorithm (called Algorithm 1) for the construction of a spanning walk through n given points (cities) in a rectangular region of the plane. The algorithm uses a subroutine TOUR capable of the exact solution of ;-city traveling-salesman problems, where / is specified by the user of the algorithm. We show that the execution time of Algorithm 1 is Oin log n) plus the time for (« -l)/it -1) calls on TOUR, and that \Wj\-\ T* ), where \W^\ is the length of the spanning walk ff, produced by the is the length of an optimum tour T*. It follows that, if the cities random then, with probability tending to 1, [ I^J/lT"*! = 1 + algorithm, and j T* are distributed at
Specification of A Igorithm 1
Let n be the number of cities, let t be a parameter which will serve as an upper bound on the sizes of subproblems solved exactly by the subroutine TOUR, and let kin) = [Iog2(n -!)/(/ -1)]; when n is clear from context we write k instead of kin).
Algorithm 1 proceeds by subdividing the original rectangle into 2* subrectangles, each containing at most ; of the cities. Subroutine TOUR is then called to construct an optimum tour through the cities in each subrectangle. The subdivision is such that the union of the 2* subtours forms a spanning walk through all n cities. The operations LOOP and PASS introduced in Lemma 1 may then be used to transform this walk to a tour.
We assume for convenience that no two cities are at exactly the same distance from any side of the original rectangle.
Let y be a rectangle containing m cities. Assume Y is placed so that its longer side is horizontal. Let x be the [m/2]th closest city to the left edge of Y. A vertical cut through X subdivides Y into a "left rectangle" /(Y) and a "right rectangle" r( Y), having x on their common boundary. The construction is indicated in Figure 2 . Note that a spanning walk through the cities in /(Y), plus a spanning walk through the cities in /"(K), constitutes a spanning walk through the cities in Y. Now we are ready to define our algorithm. Procedure AI takes a rectangle X as input and produces as output a spanning walk through the cities in X. The quantity n(X) denotes the number of cities in X. In the course of the definition a recursive procedure WALK occurs. This procedure takes as inputs a rectangle Y and a nonnegative integer y. The output of WALK is a spanning walk through the cities in Y. The argument j determines the depth of the recursion used in constructing this walk. At the base of the recursion ij = 0), WALK calls on a subroutine TOUR(>') that constructs an optimum tour through the cities in Y.
PROCEDURE Al
A\iX) = WALK(A', then TOUR(r) WALK(/(y),y WALK(r(y),y-1). Figure 3 shows the result of applying Algorithm 1 to an example with « = 25, ? = 4 and k = 3. The walk is the union of eight quadrilaterals. Figure 4 gives a tour obtained from this walk by the technique of Lemma I. PROOF. Induction on k shows that WALK(y,y) delivers a spanning walk through the cities in X; the first statement follows. A second induction, through decreasing values ofy, shows that, whenever WALK(y,y) is called, the number of cities in Y is <2J(t-l)+\; since TOUR(y) is called by WALK(y,y) only when y = 0, the second result follows.
Analysis of the execution time of Algorithm 1
In the following analysis we assume that Algorithm 1 is to be implemented on a random-access computer that requires one unit of time to compare or add real numbers (such as the x-or/-coordinates of two cities). We assume there are constants D and d such that TOUR( ) requires lime < Dd' to solve a t-dXy problem. For example, if the standard dynamic programming algorithm with execution time t^ • 2' is used [3] , [8] , then any value > 2 can be used for d.
THEOREM I. With suitable implementation. Algorithm 1 operates within the time bound
Qf^n log n-j < 2 ^^^-j Dd' + Oin log n).
PROOF. The term 2'^^"^Dd' bounds the total time spent in executing procedure TOUR (i.e., solving small traveling-salesman problems).
The remaining work is dominated by the computations of l(Y) and riY). Assume inductively that when we are ready to compute /(y) and riY), we have available niY), the number of cities in Y, as well as linked lists HiY) and ViY)\ HiY) contains the cities in Y listed in left-to-right order, and ViY) contains these cities listed in bottom-to-top order. Setting up these lists initially requires sorting the n cities on their horizontal and vertical coordinates, which can be done in 0(n log n) steps. Thereafter we can process each Y in time proportional to n( Y), producing /(Y), ri Y), «(/(y)), HiliY)), ViliY)), niriY)), H(riY)) and ViriY)) as output. The total work for these computations is 0(« log n) for the initial sorting, and Oink) = Oin log n) for the subsequent processing.
A cutting game
Our next objective is to derive an upper bound on the difference between the cost of the walk produced by our algorithm and the cost of an optimum tour.
In preparation for this analysis we introduce a game involving the subdivision of a rectangle X into subrectangles. There are two players, called Min and Max. The play requires k rounds. Each round consists of a move by Min, and then a move by Max. At the beginning of round /, X has been subdivided into 2'"' subrectangles {A',-}. During round /, each of the A", is cut in two, by either a vertical or a horizontal cut. Min's move consists of deciding, independently for each A',, whether the cut dividing Xj will be vertical or horizontal. Max then chooses the location of the cut. At the end of the k rounds of play, Min pays Max an amount equal to the sum of the perimeters of the 2* rectangle produced in round k. Figure 5 shows a play of the 3-round game. Each cut is labelled with the number of the round in which it is played.
By the short strategy for Min we mean the policy of choosing, for each rectangle which occurs, the direction parallel to the shorter side. By the bisection strategy for Max we mean the policy of placing each cut so as to divide a rectangle into equal halves. PROOF. First we show that the short strategy is best against the bisection strategy. However Min plays against the bisection strategy, the result of the play will be a subdivision of X into 2*^ rectangles of equal area. If A" is a X 6, then each of these rectangles will be 2~'a X 2~'"b, where / and m are nonnegative integers adding to k. Since the perimeter of a rectangle of fixed area is an increasing function of the longer side, the most favorable choice of / and m for Min is the one that minimizes Max{2"'a, 2~'"b}. The short strategy achieves this optimal choice simultaneously for all 2* rectangles occurring in the subdivision.
Next we show by induction on k that the bisection strategy is best for Max against the short strategy. This is certainly true for ^ = 1, where any strategy for Max is best against the short strategy. Assume it as an induction hypothesis for k = I. Since we know already that the short strategy is best against the bisection strategy, we can conclude that the short strategy and the bisection strategy form an optimal strategy pair for any /-round game. Now consider an (/ + l)-round game on a. aX b rectangle, with a < b. Suppose Min, following the short strategy, specifies a cut parallel to the short side. If Max bisects we get two a X b/2 rectangles, and optimal play (with Min using the short strategy and Max using the bisection strategy) for the / ensuing rounds yields 2'"^' congruent rectangles of size, say, aa X ^b/2, where a(i = 2 '. The value of the game to Max is
2'^\2aa + 2(ib/2) = 2'^^aa + 2'^'(^b.
On the other hand, if Max does not bisect we get an aY. b^ rectangle and an aX{b -/?,) rectangle, with fr, i= b/2. Suppose that, in the ensuing play. Max uses the bisection strategy (which is known to be optimal), but Min, possibly deviating from optimal play, chooses the same directions he would have chosen if Max had bisected in the first round. Then we get 2' aa X ^36, rectangles, and 2' aa x li{b -b^) rectangles, for a total payoff of
Thus, if Max fails to bisect in the first round, Min can achieve at least as much as he could have achieved if Max had bisected. It follows that bisection is best for Max against the short strategy in the (/ -I-l)-round game, and the induction step is complete.
Finally, since the short strategy and the bisection strategy are best against each other, they form a saddle point, or optimal pair of pure strategies, for the cutting game.
Let Ft.{a, b) denote the value (to Max) of a A:-round cutting game on an a X /? rectangle. 
Error analysis of Algorithm 1
We are now ready to apply our results about the cutting game in an error analysis of Algorithm I. First we establish notation. Let per(>') denote the perimeter of rectangle Y, and let \IV\ denote the length of the walk W (i.e., the sum of the lengths of the occurrences of line segments in IV). Let X he an aX b rectangle containing n cities. Let T* denote an optimum tour through the n cities, let W^i denote the walk produced by algorithm 1, and let (b) r* n r.
(c) T(Y).

THEOREM 4. \Wj\ -\T*\ < (3/2)F^(a, by
PROOF. The execution of Algorithm 1 subdivides X into 2* subrectangles, {F,}, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2*^, and may be regarded as a play of a /:-round cutting game on X. Since every cut is parallel to the short side of its rectangle, the play may be regarded as one in which Min uses the short strategy, which is optimal. 
. |M^,| -^ |r*| = 0(in/7y
The following construction, which we sketch informally, shows that the growth rate of our error estimate cannot be improved. Let X be the unit square, let k(n) be even and let t be a multiple of 4. Subdivide X into 2'' congruent subsquares Y-, i = \,2,. . . ,2'', each of side 2"*/^. Then it is possible to place the cities such that Algorithm 1 produces the subdivision { F-), and such that the t cities in each subsquare Y-fall into four clusters of size t/4, with one cluster infinitesimally close to each corner of Y-. Then 4. Random traveling-salesman problems in the plane. In this section we discuss a theorem due to Beardwood, Halton and Hammersley [2] , showing that, if the cities are randomly distributed in a region of the plane, then the length of the shortest tour tends to grow as the square root of the number of cities. Since Algorithm 1 produces a spanning walk whose cost differs from the cost of an optimum tour by Oi^jn/t ), it follows that the ratio of the cost of this walk to the cost of an optimum tour tends to vary with the parameter / as 1 + 0(/"'/^). We model a random distribution of points in a region X of the plane by a two-dimensional Poisson distribution TV^{X). The distribution ^"(A') is determined by the following assumptions:
(i) the numbers of cities occurring in two or more disjoint subregions are distributed independently of each other;
(ii) the expected number of cities in a region A is nv{Ay where v{A) is the area of A; and (iii) as v{A) tends to zero, the probability of more than one city occurring in A tends to zero faster than v{A).
From these assumptions it follows that (iv) Pr{^ contains exactly m cities} = e'^X""/m\, where \ = nD(^). We study the random variable T^{Xy which denotes the length of a shortest tour through the cities in X, assuming that the set of cities is distributed according to [2] . There exists a positive constant /5 (independent of X) sueh that with probability I.
The technical meaning of this statement is as follows. Suppose we form an infinite sequence Z,, Zj, . . . , Z^, . . . of independent samples, where Z^ is drawn from the distribution of Tjynv (X) . Then, for every £ > 0, Pr{lim|Z" -^| > e} = 0. Thus, when n is sufficiently large, one can predict the value of T^/^fn closely with a high probability of being correct. The result of Beardwood, Halton and Hammersleyâ pplies not only to rectangles, but to all Lebesgue measurable regions; replacing V" by n^'i-ii/d^ their result also applies to traveling-salesman problems in Euclidean <i-space.
Combining Theorem 5 with our analysis of Algorithm 1, we can state the following result, which establishes that Algorithm 1 yields a "probabilistic €-approximation scheme" for the solution of the traveling-salesman problem in the plane. THEOREM 6. There are constants D^ and d^ sueh that, for every e > 0, we can construct an algorithm (£,(e) with the following properties: (i) (£,(€) runs within time D^i^di^^n + 0{n log n); and (ii) with probability 1, d(e) eonstructs a tour of length <(!-•-€) times the cost of an optimum tour.
PROOF. Corollary 2 tells us that | M^J -1^*1 < C\n/t . Thus, the relative error is < C'/"'/V/^' with probability 1, for any C > C; (2(e) is simply Algorithm I, with / > C^/^V. By Theorem 1, the running time is < 2(« -l)Dd'/{t -1) + 0(n log «). The result follows if we set D^ = 2^Vc', and (/, = d^'^^ .
We shall be interested in the expected performance of a partitioning algorithm for the traveling-salesman problem in the plane.
This leads us to investigate the quantity ^xO) = ^{T,{Xy)/{t . By a construction given in [2] there exists a constant C depending on X such that the length of a shortest tour through any n points in X is < Cin . From this it follows that (^xi^) '^ uniformly bounded. Hence, using Theorem 5 and the dominated convergence theorem [20, p. 206] , it follows that PxO) ,^^ P^f^iX) • Here we study the rate of convergence.
Let the a X 6 rectangle X be fixed throughout the following discussion. Assume that dimensions are scaled so that ab = \. THEOREM 
For all t, PxiO -fi < 6{a + b)/^.
PROOF. Consider a problem instance drawn for T\^,{Xy Let 7* be an optimum tour. Subdivide X into four a/2 X b/2 rectangles F,, Fj, F3, Y^. Let 7( F.) denote the length of a shortest tour through the cities in F,.. By Theorem 3, |7"(F;)| < |7*£i F,| + (3/2)per(F,). Hence, S?= 11?"(>',)!< 17^1 + 6(« + ^)-But £(|r*|) = ^^(40V4/ and £(17(F,.)|)= ^ (ixiO^ since the set of cities in ¥• is distributed as if it were drawn from n,(A'), and then had all dimensions scaled down by a factor of |. Hence,
By induction on k,
Since iS^(4*^0 -> ^S, the theorem follows.
A:-* 00 5. Expected performance of a partitioning algorithm. In this section we assume that the set of cities is drawn from H"{X). We consider a variant of Algorithm 1 in which the rectangle X is partitioned into subrectangles, in each of which the expected number of cities is t. An optimum tour is constructed in each subrectangle, and these tours are then patched together to form a walk H^2 through all the cities. Our main result is that 218 RICHARD M. KARP
Speeification of Algorithm 2
Throughout the following discussion A" is a fixed rectangle of area 1, and / is a fixed positive real number. Choose k = k(n) as the least positive integer such that /• 2**"' > n. Given 
any rectangle F, define l'(Y) and r'(Y) as the two subrectangles determined by a bisecting cut parallel to the short sides of F. Define e(Y) as the shortest line segment joining a city in /'(F) with a city in r'(Yy, if either r(Y) or r'{Y) contains no city, then e(Y) is undefined.
In the following procedure definition, procedure A2 takes a rectangle X as input and produces as output a spanning walk through the cities in X. The recursive procedure WALK2(F,y) accepts as input a rectangle F and a positive integer y, and produces a spanning walk through the cities in F. The input 7 controls the depth of recursion. The procedure TOUR(F) is a subroutine that constructs an optimum tour through the cities in F.
Alternately, Algorithm 2 may be viewed as follows. The rectangle X is subdivided into 2* subrectangles according to a play of the cutting game in which the two players use the short strategy and the bisection strategy, respectively. The spanning walk IV2 consists of shortest tours through these subrectangles, together with additional line segments linking these tours together into a connected structure; each of these connecting segments occurs twice. Figure 8 shows the result of applying Algorithm 2 to the example of Figure 3 . The parameters are n = 25, t = 25/8, k = 3. Each cross-hatched segment in Figure 8 occurs twice in H'j- 
The expected execution time of Algorithm 2
In analyzing the performance of Algorithm 2, we make the following assumption about the subroutine TOUR.
ASSUMPTION. Let E{s, F) denote the expected time for TOUR to compute a shortest tour through s points randomly distributed in the reetangle F. Then there are absolute constants c and C such that, for all s and Y, E{s, Y) < Ce\
If TOUR is the standard dynamic programming alorithm [3] , [8] with execution time 0{s^ • T) then any constant c > 2 will work. Certain branch-and-bound methods [7] , [9], [10], [19] seem to achieve substantially smaller values of c, but no rigorous analyses exist. THEOREM 
Let c and C be as in the Assumption. Then, with suitable implementation, the expected execution time of Algorithm 2 on problems drawn from n^(A') is less than or equal to 2C(rt//)e<^"'*' + O(n log^n).
PROOF. The execution time is the sum of three contributions: (i) the time spent solving "small" traveling-salesman problems using the subroutine TOUR; (ii) the time spent determining the line segments e( Yy, and (iii) the time spent on other operations. Contribution (iii) can be bounded by 0(n log «), exactly as in the analysis of Algorithm I.
We estimate contribution (i) as follows. The subroutine TOUR is invoked 2*^*"* times. Each time the number of cities has a Poisson distribution with mean /. Thus the expected execution time of each invocation is < C2?=o ^ 'C'/^O^''= Ce**'"'*'. The expected total time spent in TOUR is thus < 2*<"*Ce*' ' "' >' < (2n/t)Ce^'~^'>'.
Finally, we show that contribution (ii) is 0(n log'^fl). As a first step, we show that the time to compute e(F), the shortest segment joining a city in r(Y) with a city in r'{Yy is O(rt(F)log n(Y)). Each candidate for e(Y) must cross B, the cut separating l'{Y) from rXYy For each city a e l'{Y), define the interval I(a) by:
similarly, for any city b G r'( Yy
J{b)=[xEB\b is the closest city in r'(Y) to x).
Using techniques due to Shamos and Hoey [17] , [18] This completes the proof.
The expected error of Algorithm 2
We continue to assume that X is a fixed a X b rectangle and the parameter / is fixed. Assuming that problem instances are drawn from n^(A'), we analyze the expected value of | W^j l ^ I ^*l ^s a function of n. Here W^2 denotes the spanning walk generated by Algorithm 2, and T* denotes a fixed tour.
To avoid purely technical complications we assume that a < b <2a, n = 2**"^ • t, and k(n) is even.
In estimating ] ^^2! ^^ ^lote that, because a < b <2a, the /c-stage subdivision process alternates between stages of vertical cutting and stages of horizontal cutting. Because k is even, the 2^ resulting rectangles are similar to X, but with both their dimensions scaled down by the factor 2"*/-^.
The length |H^2| is the sum of two contributions: (i) the sum of the lengths of the shortest tours within the rectangles; and (ii) twice the sum of the lengths of the arcs
e(Yy
The first contribution may be estimated as follows. The distribution of cities in any one of the 2*^ rectangles is the same as if the cities had been drawn from n,(A'), and then all directions had been scaled down by the factor_2'*/^. Thus the expected value of the first contribution is 2''((8;^.(/)Vi')2"^/^ = /^xiO^" • We estimate the second contribution as follows. By Lemma 5, the expected length of e{Y) is «"^/^/"'/^ + o(«"^/^/"'/^), where / is the length of the shorter side of F (the fact that l'{Y) or r'{Y) may fail to contain a city, in which case we take \e{Y)\ = 0, only helps us). Summing over all the rectangles F that get subdivided we have
It only remains to give the Lemma used in the proof of Theorem 9. This requires a preliminary Lemma. LEMMA 
Let h points be placed at random on a unit interval. Then the expected value of the minimum distance between a pair of these points is < 2/(h -2)(h -1).
PROOF. Let A he a constant. We derive an upper bound on Q^, the probability that the minimum distance is > ^. Regard the points as being placed successively at random locations on the unit interval. Assuming that no two of the first k points are within A of each other, the probability that the {k -I-l)th point is within A of some previously placed point is
The expected value of the shortest distance is Given a,, . . . , a^, «"+[ = min{a | a^<a and /'^(a) holds},  where P^(a) is the property which holds if the point in {a,, a2, • • • , a^) at the least vertical displacement from a is in the opposite half-plane from a. Among the points {a,, . . . , a^), let a-^ and a, be the two at minimum vertical distance from each other. By the way the points were selected, a^ and a, are in opposite half-planes. We compute the expected value of the distance between a, and a^.
Let Since ^;^-(0 -(i = O(/"'/^), the expected relative error for Algorithm 2 is So far as growth rate is concerned, this is no improvement over Algorithm I. The advantage of Algorithm 2, and our reason for presenting it in detail, is that the expected error is given explicitly in terms of {ixi.1)-Thus, any information gained about 0x(.^)' ^''^'^ respect to either its growth rate or its values for specific t, will be directly applicable.
6, Experimental results. To determine experimentally the quality of solutions produced by Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 would have required a supply of randomly generated problems for which optimal (or nearly optimal) solutions are known, as well as considerable investment in computer programming and data preparation. We decided instead to test the effectiveness of partitioning schemes using the minimum spanning tree problem in the plane as a substitute for the traveling-salesman problem. This permitted the experiments to be done by hand.
The problem of constructing a minimum-length spanning tree through a set of n points in the plane can be solved in 0(n log n) steps [17] , [18] . To test our partitioning ideas, we ignored the existence of this efficient exact solution algorithm, and instead used the following partitioning scheme, which combines features of our two partitioning algorithms for the traveling-salesman problem.
Let F be a rectangle, oriented so that its longer sides are horizontal, and containing m cities. Then F can be subdivided into two rectangles, /*(F) and r*(Yy by a vertical cut equidistant between the [m/2]th city from the left and the (fm/21 + l)th city from the left. Let e*( Y) denote the shortest segment joining a city in /*(F) with a city in r*(Yy Let TREE(F) be a subroutine capable of finding a minimum spanning tree through all the cities in F; this subroutine will be called only when F contains / or fewer cities. Let k(n) be the least integer such that 2*^*"* > n/t.
The following is a recursive presentation of the partitioning scheme, similar to our earlier presentations of procedures Al and A2.
Applying ideas quite similar to those that occur in the analysis of Algorithm i, we can show that the difference between | rappro>tl> ^^^ iength of the spanning tree produced by A3(A'), and l^opil' the length of the minimum spanning tree, is less than (2,Y P^T^{Y)) ~ P^^Xy where the summation is over all rectangles F to which the procedure TREE is applied.
Five 128-city problems were generated. In each, the cities were randomly distributed in the unit square. Each problem was solved with / = 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. Table  1 reports the observed percentage error (defined as \00{\T^pp^^^\/\T^p^\ -1)) for each run of Algorithm 3. A good empirical formula for the error is iTapp per(A')). Thus, the error is typically proportional to (2>-perF) -per(A'), but with a much smaller constant of proportionality than the one arising from a worst-case analysis.
PARTITIONING ALGORITHM TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM 223 We Speculate that a similar relationship exists between the average and worst-case error of our traveling-salesman algorithms. In particular, we conjecture that 0x0) " P is proportional to J ~ '^^, but with a much smaller constant of proportionality than the one given in the upper bound of Theorem 7.
Conclusion.
We believe that the partitioning schemes presented here have both theoretical and practical interest. Using Algorithm 1 we have available a "probabilistic €-approximation scheme" for the traveling-salesman problem in the plane. That is, for every e > 0, we can construct an algorithm (2|(c) that runs within time Dyi^dy^n + O(n\ogn) and, with probabiiity 1, constructs a tour of length < (1 -I-e) times the cost of an optimum tour. This is done simply by running Algorithm 1, with / depending suitably on €. A similar scheme can be constructed using Algorithm 2. The choice of / necessary to achieve a specified relative error in this case will depend on the rate at which 0x0) converges to 0; our present estimates of this convergence rate (Theorem 7) are undoubtedly far too pessimistic. We conjecture that 0x0) ~ ^ is indeed proportional to /"'^•^, but with a much smaller constant of proportionality than is given by our upper estimate. Our experimental results with a partitioning algorithm for the minimum spanning tree problem lend support to this conjecture.
In practice Algorithm 1 is probably to be preferred over Algorithm 2, since its absolute error bound is independent of any assumptions about the distribution of the cities.
Some of the technical results used in analyzing the algorithms may be of independent interest. Among these results are the characterization of optimal strategies for the cutting game, and the lemma bounding the expected shortest distance between cities in adjacent rectangles.
Our partitioning schemes should prove to be of practical use in the solution of extremely large traveling-salesman problems in the plane. The heuristic methods of Krolak [11] or Lin and Kernighan [13] yield good approximate solutions in reasonable time to problems with two or three hundred cities, but they become unwieldy for larger problems. When the number of cities is in the thousands one can use a hybrid scheme which combines partitioning with one of these heuristics. In such a scheme the exact solution procedure TOUR(F) in Algorithm 2 would be replaced by a heuristic method. It would then be feasible to run the algorithm with / = 200 (say), and the expected relative error would be ^(t) + 0x0)/0 "^ 0(t~^^^) where A(/) is the expected relative error for the underlying heuristic algorithm.
Ail the results generalize easily if we allow the locations of the cities to be determined according to an arbitrary 2-dimensional probability density function or if we let the domain X he any connected Lebesgue measurable set. Also, we may use the rectilinear or L^ metric instead of the Euclidean metric. The algorithms may also be generalized to d dimensions; the worst-case error in Algorithm i becomes 0{(n/tf''~^^^% and the relative error (with probability 1) is O(?"<*^"'>/'^).
Finally, the partitioning methods and their analyses may be modified in a straightforward way to apply to many other optimization problems of a geometric nature. Among these are the Steiner tree problem in the plane, the problem of constructing a minimum-weight perfect matching when the weights are Euclidean distances, the simple plant location problem in the plane, and various multi-vehicle delivery problems in the plane.
